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a file in node.js I'm trying to make a simple image
uploader using node.js and express, I am using
some code I've seen on here. I don't understand
how to delete the image from the file directory.
I've tried to use fs-extra to delete the file, but it
can't be found. I am new to both node.js and
creating a node app. This is my first time working
on one. const express = require('express'); const fs
= require('fs-extra'); const path = require('path');
const multer = require('multer'); const upload =
multer({dest: 'uploads/'});
app.use(express.static(__dirname + '/public'));
app.post('/', upload.array('docs'), (req, res) => {
for (let i = 0; i { //Here I'm at a loss. I tried using
fs.deleteFile, which didn't work //and I tried using
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